
 
 

 2017 Project Support II – Panel Results and Comments 

 Historical Society of Old Brooklyn 

 
  

 

Your Project Title: Cherishing Old Brooklyn's Memories. 

Your Project Summary: The Historical Society of Old Brooklyn needs the requested equipment and 

materials to properly catalog and store the items that people have been donating since the beginning of 

this year, in addition to what we have already acquired. This project includes scanning and digitizing more 

of the "Old Brooklyn News" newspapers that Cuyahoga Arts and Culture helped us with in 2013. 

Final Score: Yes. Overall, the panel found that the applicant provided evidence throughout the application 

that the funding criteria were met.   

CAC Grant Amount: $3000 

 

To ensure an impartial and transparent application review process, CAC convened an online panel of arts 

and cultural professionals from outside the region who evaluated and scored eligible applications. 

Panelists scored each application based on the Funding Criteria—Public Benefit, Artistic and Cultural 

Vibrancy and Organizational Capacity—with an emphasis on Public Benefit. For more details regarding the 

panel process and full panelist bios, please review the Panel Guide. 

     

Shin Yu Pai      
(Seattle, WA) 

Ernest Disney-Britton 
(Indianapolis, IN) 

Al Jacobsen 
(Pittsburgh, PA) 

Leah Bowe                
(St. Paul, MN) 

Giuseppe Taurino 
(Houston, TX) 

 

Below you will find each panelist’s score and comment on your application in response to the question: 

With an emphasis on public benefit, does the applicant demonstrate evidence that it meets CAC’s three 

funding criteria? 

Note: Panelist scores and comments are presented in no particular order. 

Questions? Cuyahoga Arts & Culture is here to assist. Please contact: 
 

Dan McLaughlin    Roshi Ahmadian 
manager – project support  associate – communications & grant programs 
dmclaughlin@cacgrants.org     rahmadian@cacgrants.org 

 216-515-8303 x101   216-515-8303 x109  

http://www.cacgrants.org/assets/ce/Documents/Project%20Support/2017%20PS%20II%20Panel%20Guide%20for%20Web%20with%20Panelists.pdf
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Score: Yes 

Comment: I wholeheartedly recommend the Historical Society of Old Brooklyn Museum's cataloguing 

project entitled Cherishing Old Brooklyn's Memories for full funding from the CAC. It is essential to large 

museums and small local historical societies alike to be able to properly catalogue and care for their 

collections; this has the twofold purpose of both serving the public benefit by being the stewards of a 

community's culture, and contributing to the artistic and cultural vibrancy of a community by engaging 

cultural professionals in that care. I feel that HSOBM's project further contributes to cultural vibrancy by 

making available the fruits of this project to the public in both a highly visible storefront setting and by 

engaging the public in several other public settings throughout the course of the year.  HSOBM appears 

to have both the institutional capacity and drive to make this project work if given the funding. The video 

taken of the space in the support materials DEFINITELY deepened my understanding of your organization 

and was a welcome opportunity for me to see your organization's space. 

 

 

 

Score: Yes 

Comment: YES - this application meets the funding criteria. I was most taken by the clarity of their goals: 

" to catalog our collection into the Past Perfect program ... " but I was less impressed with their measure 

of progress "We can measure progress by how many drawers and shelves are complete." The 

measurement may be clear to the applicant but as a reviewer without hands-on experience with their 

project, it let me baffled. However, there is a clear understanding of the community; a community 

knowledge that drives the work; they build relationships (doubled their membership), and are providing 

a community resource to homeschoolers and churches. I found the artistic and cultural vibrancy to be 

clear, and they presented a strong case for the need. They also have the organizational capacity to manage 

the project, and I appreciate their transparency in acknowledging a delay in completing a previously 

funded project. 

 

 

Score: Yes 

Comment: Yes, this application meets the funding criteria. Understanding the community is central to this 

organization as it seeks to preserve the community's history. Knowledge of the community drives this 

project's work. Expanding past work by purchasing professional equipment/software demonstrates 

vibrancy. Further work should energize the community given past anecdotal successes that were shared. 

The goal is sufficient and measurable. There is also a dedicated board and much volunteer work. Having 

a grant from another source to use as a match is a plus. 

Panelist 1 

Panelist 2 

Panelist 3 
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Score: Yes 

Comment: YES - This is an archival digitization project for a small historical/heritage org that needs funds 

to purchase equipment to reach its goal of more vastly disseminating its collections. Not a lot of 

information is offered about future public events - other than that past events have included outside 

speakers and staffing displays at neighborhood activities. Application would have benefitted from having 

a clearer plan for speakers it plans to engage in the near future. Nevertheless, the budget for this project 

is very reasonable and significant volunteer hours will be contributed to actualizing this project.  With 

great access to the collections, it stands to reason that the public will benefit from better understanding 

its regional history and uniqueness. 

 

 

Score: Somewhat 

Comment: This application somewhat meets the funding criteria. While the applicant demonstrates an 

overall awareness of the community it would like to serve, the manner in which it plans to work with that 

community is a bit underdeveloped. For example, the applicant states, "We plan on asking Intermuseum 

Conservation Association (ICA) for their assistance and advice," to which my immediate reaction was, 

"Why haven't you already?" - especially since the project proposed seems to be contingent on the kind of 

assistance and advice they would be seeking out. Cultural preservation is vital, and offers opportunities 

to contribute to the community's ability to think creatively about its roots and future preservation, but 

the proposal makes very little mention of how, exactly, the project would benefit the public at large. Goals 

and measurements are simple and straightforward and appropriate for the scope of the proposed project. 

The budget is also clear and concise, but I did wonder about counting volunteer hours towards the CAC 

match. The support materials were rather generic. Since the grant emphasizes public benefit, I would have 

appreciated some materials that demonstrated public/community involvement/investment. Letters of 

support would have gone a long way. 

 

 

Panelist 4 

Panelist 5 


